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TELESIN Three-Arm Suction Mount - TE-TSB-001

Telesin three-arm suction cup mount for phones and sports cameras
Create  recordings  from a  new perspective.  The  Telesin  mount  uses  3  arms  with  suction  cups  to  ensure  stability.  The  TE-TSB-001  will
successfully  attach  to  flat  surfaces,  and  wide  compatibility  allows  you  to  attach  various  devices  to  it.  Thanks  to  the  swivel  head  and
height adjustment, you will easily set the optimal recording angle. In addition, mounting the mount is simple and will only take a moment
thanks to the ¼" thread. 
 
Several mounting options
Capture  unique,  dynamic  moments  from an  interesting  perspective  with  the  Telesin  TE-TSB-001.  The  mount  uses  3  suction  cups  that
provide unparalleled stability. You will successfully attach it to a smooth, flat surface - such as a car hood/glass/door or glass door. 
 
Refined design
The mount provides a lifting capacity of up to 1.5 kg, and the rubber finish of the suction cups protects surfaces from scratches. What's
more, the use of aluminum alloy ensures the stability and durability of the product. In addition, you can detach each arm of the handle
and use them independently. 
 
Adjustable and wide compatibility
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The head of the mount is 360° adjustable, so you can adjust the angle of recording to suit your needs. What's more, Telesin TE-TSB-001
is compatible with insta360, Go Pro, Osmo Action, Canon, Sony, etc. cameras and smartphones.
 
Included
ball head 
stabilizing plate
suction cup x3
	Manufacturer
	Telesin
	Model
	TE-TSB-001
	Color
	black
	Material
	316 stainless steel, aluminum alloy
	Dimensions
	273 × 245 × 228 mm
	Compatibility
	Canon, Sony, DSLR, MILC, GoPro series, insta360, Yi, DJI Osmo action, DJI Action 2, smartphones
	Maximum load
	1.5 kg
	Thread
	1/4"

Price:

€ 96.00
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